Patricia Gonce Morton, PhD, RN, ACNP-BC, FAANimage 1As I sit in my home office writing this editorial at the end of March 2020, I am truly at a loss for words to describe how I am feeling during this global pandemic that has left us shocked and frightened. As humans we are humbled while we struggle to make sense of what is happening and to adjust to our lack of control over the situation. Coping with the unknown has been an overwhelming jolt to all of us. The uncertainty of the immediate future is scary. No one knows how this story will end.

Who would have imagined when we started the academic year in the fall of 2019 that the year would conclude with colleges and universities vacant and all instruction being delivered remotely? Yet, I know for sure that our faculty, staff, and students are incredibly resilient, and we will learn so much from our experience with the pandemic. Not only will we learn more about disease transmission, distance education, and teaching methods, but I hope what we take away from this pandemic experience is a new sense of what it means to be human, to love our families and friends, and to be good members of our community. We have an unprecedented opportunity to grow in ways we never imagined.

During these challenging times, it is important that we remain positive and flexible when helping our students to learn and when working with our faculty and staff colleagues. Perhaps this is a good time to question the number of assignments we have given students and instead, seize the opportunity to help them reflect on the essence of the nursing profession and discuss our unwavering commitment to patients even in the most difficult of times. Our pre-licensure students may especially need a chance to discuss doubts they may now have about selecting nursing as a profession due to the health risks faced by nurses. Please consider ways to help all our students to not only meet their course objectives, but to find their inner strength as they contemplate the pain of being human.

I know that it has been difficult for faculty, staff, and students to remain focused and productive during such turmoil. I too have faced these same challenges in processing the manuscripts I have received for possible publication in the *Journal of Professional Nursing*. I ask all authors to please be patient. It has become exceedingly difficult to find faculty willing to review manuscripts as they are overwhelmed with their current work and personal situations. I especially appreciate the reviewer who recently accepted the invitation to review and commented that nursing scholarship must go on even in trying times. Please contact me if you are willing to review manuscripts. I am especially in need of reviewers with expertise in qualitative methods, PhD education, and statistics. You can reach me at <trish.morton@utah.edu>.

I also want you to know that the Board of Directors and all the staff of the American Association of Colleges of Nursing are working hard to support faculty and students. They have assembled a Coronavirus Resource Center for Nurse Educators on their website, which is updated regularly. It can be found here: <https://www.aacnnursing.org/News-Information/COVID-19>.

I will conclude this editorial by thanking our frontline nurses who are risking their own lives to care for patients. You are doing a remarkable job and there are no words to adequately express the appreciation that AACN, faculty, and I feel for your heroic efforts.
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